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ABSTRACT
Recently, several solutions have been designed to detect and identify the wandering patterns for Person with Dementia (PwD). Thus, many applications have been developed which collect Spatio-temporal and contextual information from the environment. These data have not been fully utilized to its potential. The data were mainly used for the simple pattern recognition. The long-time benefit which can arise by properly managing, storing and analyzing these data has not been realized. We propose a framework for wandering data management and analytics tool which can be beneficial to the patients, caregivers as well as researchers. In this paper, we first present a novel system architecture and then discuss its key components with the integration into the system. We use web API standard for the implementation of the services. Security also forms an integral part of our design in dealing with sensitive medical data. We also demonstrate the feasibility of the system with sample analytics such as “trend in the wandering pattern” which has been done on the real-world dataset. We have done the analysis on the daytime movement data of a patient residing in Assisted Living Facility (ALF).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dementia is a group of symptoms which is associated with impaired human memory, difficulty in communication and reduced cognitive ability. Wandering behavior is a frequent characteristic of persons with dementia. Over the age of 60 years, more than 5% of the people are estimated to suffer from dementia [5]. Wandering is becoming a significant issue now, given the large numbers of adults entering old age. Even at the early stages of dementia, a person can become disoriented and confused for a period. It may result in wandering and getting lost, elopement or injuries and in some cases death due to falling [1].

Detection and management of wandering forms the active part of research recently. A system to detect wandering from the GPS traces of a person in real time is quite accurate and can be ubiquitous [8]. The device does not provide any contextual information about wandering e.g. place and time of the wandering. This information can give extra insight into the nature of wandering and proper management techniques can be implemented. Navigation traces also have features such as intensity of randomness, average path length and total time spent in wandering, etc. Randomness intensity can be captured as the measure of tortuosity (Fractal-Dimension), which is a significant predictor of dementia [6]. iWander [12], is an Android based application which predicts wandering from the data collected from a mobile sensor and sends the notification to the caretakers. Here, there is no provision that these valuable data can be stored for future use and data mining techniques can be applied to find some wandering trends. There is also no provision for report generation of navigation pattern for the dementia patients.
We have reviewed several wandering management tools and propose the following improvement which can be applied to the existing solutions:

- **Improvement 1**: Management of spatio-temporal and contextual information collected from sensor devices for future use.
- **Improvement 2**: Development of algorithms to generate the exhaustive list of features of wandering for the task of data mining and analysis.
- **Improvement 3**: Development of a reporting tool which can produce a long-term report on wandering, and generates actionable interpretation from the data.

Relating to our first proposed improvement **1**, we have found that in the last two decades, significant progress has been made in pervasive computing technologies which have made possible the fast, easy and efficient deployment of sensor devices in the environment. Recently, there has been a flood of available sensor data due to the widespread use of these devices. But the management of these critical data is still not explored to its full potential. Apart from the navigational data each patient also has clinical report such as Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) or Revised Algase Wandering Scale (RAWS), which are updated periodically based on the suggestion of the physician. Combining these two types of data to give us insight into the dementia progression is the goal for our future research.

Sensor devices can also capture the contextual information such as spatial, temporal or vital signs relating to the situation. The information such as place, time and intensity of wandering can play a crucial role in the design of the environment which can restrict wandering. Researchers have found that certain geographical layout can intensify wandering [10]. If some physical layout in ALF shows abnormal wandering episodes, sign card can be used to help patients to prevent wandering. For some patients, wandering episodes intensify at a time of day. This information is also critical in the diagnosis of dementia.

The improvement **2** and **3**, suggest improving the system from the data analytics perspective. We could identify some features in the navigation which correlate significantly with the dementia progression. Calculation of these features over a period and then analyzing the trends can be very insightful in deciding the course of medication for the physician. It will also help in identification of abnormal situation which might not be readily detected without the aid of proper analytics tool. It forms the part of our ongoing research. We also propose to create a reporting tool for wandering which the physician or caretakers can generate on the fly. Finally, a toolbox which can be coupled to location tracking data to facilitate analysis will be of great help in hastening research in this area.

In our preliminary study, we have collected the indoor/outdoor navigational data of real patients and classified them into navigation patterns as suggested by Martino-Saltzman [9]. This classification is based on the geographical region and is the prevailing strategy used by researchers studying wandering. For the latter part of our study, we are analyzing the navigational patterns of PwD over a longer duration of time, e.g. one year, to isolate trends in the features associated with wandering such as path-efficiency, and fractal-dimension of the path. If significant differences in the trends between PwD and non-PwD patient groups are found, then these features can be monitored longitudinally to gain a better understanding of the progression of dementia. Our preliminary analysis of the trends in the statistical features of navigation for PwD suggests the existence of such differentiation.

Our goal is to develop a framework for the real-time wandering management and analytic tool for dementia patient (RT-WMAT). This can alleviate the pain in elderly care. It aims to help doctor, caregivers and family member by providing a tool to understand the nature of wandering. We also aim to make it easy for physicians to study the change in patterns of wandering by trend analysis over a longer duration. This information can be very useful in deciding the course of medication in future and can add an extra dimension to the care of dementia patients. We will propose the key design components of the framework. This is the part of our ongoing project and the detail implementation and evaluation of the system will be left for our future work.

2. **PRELIMINARIES**

Using the typology of travel pattern as devised by Martino-Saltzman [9], navigation episodes can be divided into four basic categories direct, random, lapping and pacing. Out of these four, all the patterns except direct is considered as wandering. The random pattern has been associated with the loss of cognitive function [2] but still there is no enough empirical evidence to characterize lapping and pacing pattern. Lapping is less related to the loss of cognition and followed by a short span of rest after the episodes. It occurs when the distance between targets is more and these patterns vanishes once this distance is reduced. Pacing is perceived as a sign of agitation or anger and correlates very poorly with cognitive loss. It may be a considerable point of interest to know, how these patterns for a person changes over time.

Wandering correlates significantly with the cognitive factor [4]. Due to the loss in cognition person lose track of place and time. The spatial and temporal disorientation aids to the onset of wandering movement. Some tool restricts wandering by generating alerts when a person moves out of the permissible area. These devices are restraining in nature and do not allow the person to move freely. There are adverse effects of restraints on nursing home residents, which include agitation, infections, and physical deconditioning [3]. Another set of device is in the form of video/camera surveillance, where the patient is monitored round-the-clock. Implementation of this technology will overshadow their right to privacy [11]. With the onset of the inertial sensor for monitoring wandering, the privacy concern is less, but it still does not comply with all the wandering management requirements.

We have used grid-based layout representation to represent the navigation path and have used the algorithm as described in [7] to identify these patterns. A grid-based representation of the layout provides us the flexibility to calculate many features such as path efficiency, speed, angle turn per unit distance, etc. The algorithms have shown promising results in terms of identification accuracy, speed and performance on a real-world dataset.

3. **SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE**

To achieve the goal, we propose the solution as a server-client distributed architecture. The server acts as the providers of resource and services and a client is the requester of these services. The architecture allows the multiple clients to connect simultaneously. It is highly scalable and role based security in terms of authentication and authorization can be easily implemented. It also provides better data sharing opportunity.
We propose to develop an end-to-end system for all the operations associated with wandering management. Figure 1 shows the overall system design. There are three components of the system. Sensor devices provide the way to collect spatio-temporal and contextual data from the environment. The centralized server is the place where all the processing takes place. The client requests for services to the centralized server.

### 3.1 Sensor

Sensor technologies used in this field are RFID, UWB, Inertial sensor, etc. These sensors can be either embedded in the environment or can be carried by the individual in the form of smartwatch or smartphone.

Sensor devices used for the indoor and outdoor devices are different. Outdoor logging device such as GPS does not act well in the indoor environment. For outdoor scenarios, we have collected data from GPS and cell tower using GPSLogger for Android. The app can stream data in real-time. The indoor navigation data was gathered by a Ubisense, Inc. Ultra-wideband (UWB) radio research pack. Before the data is stored in database initial processing such as noise removal and compression is done. Initial processing on the data has been discussed in the paper [7].

### 3.2 Centralized Server

This forms the heart of our system. We can divide the server into three major sub-components:

#### 3.2.1 Data Store:
Data store is a central repository for the profile of the patient. It contains the user’s demographic information and various dementias/wandering-related test results. These records are updated based on suggestions by doctors. A stream of locomotion data along with contextual information is stored in corresponding patients’ profile. Locomotion data from the sensor can either be streamed in real time or in batches. To study the feasibility of the system, we have used batch processing. This method has been preferred as it is very easy to implement and preserves the computing power of the server. Sensors do not have to be connected to the server at all the time. We have used MongoDB NoSQL database to store all the information. It is fast, secure, reliable, and highly scalable.

#### 3.2.2 API Engine:
An Application Programming Interface (API) allows the client such as smartphone or desktop to make use of the functionality of user authentication and authorization, database query and call to essential services. It provides a consistent, programmatic method for accessing a resource; it is a structured way of exposing algorithmic functionality to be used by a client.

We have identified the key services which are necessary for the wandering management. We abstract the service from the internal implementation of the algorithm. The API calls are made using HTTP methods such as GET, POST, UPDATE, DELETE etc. If there is a requirement to add new services, it can be easily done on the fly without affecting the older services. The analytics engine hosts the services for identification of wandering pattern, calculation of statistical features and analysis of trends. All services are handled through the API call from a client to the server.

#### 3.2.3 Webhooks for Alert generation:
One of the important aspects of wandering management is to be aware of the abnormal and critical situation of the patient. Services running on the server can alert of any discrepancy in a situation or in cases of abnormality in the wandering pattern. It can generate alerts to caretaker and doctor and it may also suggest some clinical test such as MMSE to better understand the situation. The alerts have been implemented in the form of webhooks, these are URL address which a client can subscribe to and server can push the alerts and notification on this address.

### 3.3 Clients

A host of devices such as desktop or smartphone can act as a client for generation of charts using API calls to the server or receiving prompts through webhooks. The client is authenticated, and access permission is granted based on the user privilege. This prevents the data abuse from unauthorize the user. We propose to use OAuth 2.0 for users credential management. For the new client to connect to the server, profile for the client must be created by a user having administrative privilege.

### 4. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

#### 4.1 Implementation

For this experiment, we have used the navigational data of a single patient (MMSE: 6) residing in day care facility over a period of one year. During daytime when in motion, tags transmitted x, y, and z coordinates in centimeters at 0.43-second
intervals with a time-stamp. The source of the data has been described elsewhere [6]. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of South Florida approved the study protocol #106249 ‘Locomotor Variability in ALF Residents with A/D MCI’, after determining it qualified for expedited review and constituted no more than minimal risk to human subjects.

We have conducted a preliminary experiment to ascertain the feasibility of the system. In this experiment, we aim to show some of the important aspects of wandering which can be generated from the analysis of the navigational data. These results can be generated on the client side through API call to the server. With our novel approach to the wandering pattern detection and development of a new set of the grid-based algorithm, it is now possible to detect wandering with high accuracy and to calculate the statistical features automatically in real-time. Contextual information about wandering such as place, time, and environmental factors which are likely to trigger wandering can also be identified.

We have developed three categories of algorithms specific for the purpose. Intensity-analysis algorithm on the features can report the quantitative aspects of these features. Suppose we want to generate alert for the person whose amount of wandering increases above certain limits, these algorithms can generate a report on the intensity of selected features. The second categories, called trend-analysis algorithm can identify linear trends in the features derived from navigation pattern. An example of the trend can be a study of increase/decrease of random motion over a long duration of time. The third categories of the algorithm can perform cause-effect analysis. For this analysis, we perform the chi-square test on the mean of the features to find any significant change. It can be useful if we want to check the efficacy of some procedures by analysis the change in some features before and after the application of the procedure.

4.2 Results and Discussion

For the first part of the analysis, the spatio-temporal data has been categorized into four navigation patterns as shown in Table 1. The daytime has been divided into four time-slots and percentage of the patterns have been calculated for each time-slot. For total of a 302 days of data, mean has been calculated corresponding to each time-slot and represented in the tabular form. Figure 2 shows the corresponding plot of these patterns. The plot shows that as the day progresses, the percentage of the direct pattern decreases whereas random patterns increase. Lapping and pacing are minuscule fractions of all the navigation motion and does not change significantly.

For the next part of the analysis, we grouped days into months and calculated four features of navigation namely, ambulation fraction, speed of movement, path efficiency and angle turn per unit distance traveled for each month.

Table 1. Percentage of navigational pattern during time of day (ToD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern/ToD</th>
<th>00:00-11:59</th>
<th>12:00-15:59</th>
<th>16:00-19:59</th>
<th>20:00-23:59</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct %</td>
<td>72.16</td>
<td>55.14</td>
<td>51.16</td>
<td>45.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random %</td>
<td>22.51</td>
<td>39.96</td>
<td>43.95</td>
<td>49.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapping %</td>
<td>05.07</td>
<td>02.60</td>
<td>02.93</td>
<td>02.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacing %</td>
<td>00.25</td>
<td>02.30</td>
<td>01.96</td>
<td>02.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the plot of the mean of these features along with trend line. We have used one-way ANOVA to compare means of these parameters, grouped in months in chronological order. We have used linear contrast to find the existence of trend if any. It has been found that there is a significant linear trend in features ambulation fraction, path efficiency and angle turn (Figure 3.a, 3.c, 3.d). While linear trend saw not significant for speed of movement (Figure 3.b). Ambulation fraction and angle turn were found to be increasing over time. It may be that the person’s dementia condition has deteriorated over this period, this can be confirmed from the MMSE score at the later stage.

In the previous study [6], it has been found that parameters such as Fractal-Dimension correlate significantly with the cognitive state of dementia patients. Trend analysis of these parameters over a longer duration of time can be used to ascertain the efficacy of medication or procedure to restrict wandering and it can also help in deciding the proper intervention process. It can also help in better decision-making capability using cause-effect analysis on each individual subject.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Dementia not only affects the person diagnosed with the disease but also the entire family and caregivers. There has been a surge of wandering management tools and navigational data, most of them work on methods to prevent or restrict wandering, but there has been no tool which can analyze the various factors which may lead to wandering. Analysis of these factors tailored to the individual cases can give more insight into the very nature of wandering.

In our future study, we intend to test our system in real-time with more number of cases and examine the overall performance of the system across multiple individuals with different patient characteristics. This will also advance the science of wandering management by giving researchers a tool to understand its nature and giving them flexibility in the design of their research processes. Hospitals, nursing home and assisted living facility would be the primary beneficiaries of this research. Our aim is to provide a tool which can be reliably used by medical and data scientist to understand the nature of wandering better.
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